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A map 4: X -, X induces a linear operator T: C(X) + C(X) by composition: T’(x) = e&x). T 
and 4 are termed weakly almost periodic it &he sequence {T”) is precompact inthe weak operator 
topology. Using general structure theorems for weakly almost periodic operators, the properties of 
these point maps are studied from the viewpoint of dynamical systems. The structure of individual 
minimal sets and of the union M of all minimal sets of 4 are investigated. One key result is that, if X 
is compact, then d is a strongly aimost periodic (i.e., has uniformly equicontinuous iterates) 
homeomorphiim of M and M is a retract of X. These and other general results are applied to the 
case where X is a manifold. Several results in which weak implies strong almost periodicity are 
obtained. 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class: 54#20,47DOS. 
weakly almost periodic minimal set 
strongly almost periodic manifold 
equicontinuous iterates retract 
dynamical system 
In this paper we investigate the topological structure and asymptotic behavior of a 
map 4 which satisfies acertain almost periodicity condition. For many of our results 
4 need not be one-to-one or onto, although it is assumed continuous. The notion of 
weak almost periodicity which we study here is a priori strictly weaker than the more 
familiar notion of strong almost periodicity, which, on compact state spaces, reduces 
to equicontinuity of iterates. However, one consequence of the work presented here 
is that on a certain nonempty (but usually proper) subset of the state space, the map is 
actually strongly almost periodic; this result is stated in Theorem 2.4. 
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The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1 we give the initial definition of weak 
almost periodicity in terms of the induced action on the space of continuous 
functions. Our definition is equivalent to that given, say, in [lo]. Some useful 
alternative formulations tif the definition are noted and the deep structure theorem 
of deLeeuw and Glicksberg is stated in a form suitable to our set-up. This structure 
theorem enables one to obtain useful topological results by fairly easy functional 
analysis arguments. 
General properties of weakly almost periodic maps are presented in Section 2. The 
union M of all minimal sets is shown to be a retract of the state space X (Theorem 
2.4). The retract property is especially important since it imposes evere restrictions 
on the structure of 4. 
In Section 3, X is taken to be a circle. The minimal sets and the union of all minimal 
sets are completely characterized (Theorems 3.1,3.2) and it is shown (Theorem 3.4) 
that, unless M reduces to a single point, weak almost periodicity implies strong 
almost periodic@. 
In Section 4, X is taken to be an n-manifold. We show that any minimal set of 
dimension it or it - 1 is a finite union of tori, Theorem 4.4. In Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 
we show if M is too large then in fact M = X. Thus the map is strongly almost periodic 
on all of X and the minimal sets form a “nice” decomposition of X 
Gottschalk and Hedlund [ 131 show that what they term a regularly almost periodic 
homeomorphism on a compact 2-manifold must be periodic. We have obtained a 
rather complete description of weakly almost periodic maps on 2-manifolds. 
Because of the quite different flavor of the arguments, those results will be published 
separately. However, they show the maps studied by Gottschalk and Hedlund are 
much more severely restricted than are our weakly almost periodic maps. In this 
connection we might also remark that the structure of strongly almost periodic maps 
on 2-manifolds has been extensively studied, see [4,5,11,12,15,22]. This illustrates 
our interest in proving “weak-implies-strong” whenever possible. 
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Let X be a compact metric space and let C$ be a continuous map of X into itself. 
Note that we do not assume that &1 is a homeomorphism or even that 4 is surjective. 
The major machinery and, indeed‘, even I he definitions we will use are in terms of the 
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induced action on the space of all continuous functions (real or complex as the need 
dictates) on X Thus we define the operator T on C(X) by 
qqx) =f+(x). 
1.1. Defir&ion. We call T (and also 4) weakly amost periodic, w.a.p., if any of the 
following equivalent statements hold; 
(a) For each f in C(X) the orbit, {T”f), is precompact in the weak topology of 
C(X)* 
(b) For each f in C(X) and each sequence No in Z+ there is a subsequence N1 c No 
so that { T”f: n E A&} converges pointwise (and boundedly) to a continuous limit. 
(c) The semigroup of operators {T”) has a weak operator topology closure which 
is compact in the weak operator topology. 
(d) For each sequence No in 2, there is a subsequence N1 c No so that {T”: n E 
AlI} converges in the weak operator topology. 
(The full equivalence is non-trivial, requiring such machinery as Eberlein’s theorem 
[9, p. 4303.) 
The weak topology and the weak operator topology are both metrizable on the 
respective compact sets in question. See the construction in Dunford and Schwartz 
[9, p. 4301. We also recall that weak convergence of a sequence in C(X) is bounded 
pointwise convergence to a continuous limit function. 
We call T (and 4) strongly almostperiodic, s.a.p., if the conditions above hold in the 
sup-norm topology of C(X) (or the strong operator topology). 
In [ 181 Jacobs showed that the abelian semigroup {T”) of w.a.p. operators induces 
a reducing direct sum decomposition of the space C(X) = Co@ C1. The subspace of 
flight vectors, Co, is characterized by the property that for f in Co the weak closure of 
{Tnf) contains the zero function. The subspace of reversible vectors, Cl, was charac- 
terized by the property for each g in C1 the weak aIrbit closure is a minimal set under 
the action of T. The deLeeuw-Glicksberg decomposition [21] is an extensive 
generalization of splitting for w.a.p. semigroups of operators. In our situation the 
deleeuw-Glicksberg theory identifies C1 as the norm clcsure of the span of 
eigenvectors with unimodular eigenvalues. If irg = hg for IA I= 1 and g is a continu- 
ous complex valued function not identically zero we say that A is a unimodular 
eigenvalue. Note that it does not follow that g has modulus 1 or even constant 
modulus. Thus summarizing the decomposition in the case at hand 
C(X) = C,oC~ 
where for each f. in Co there is a subsequence N so that { Tnfa: n E IV} converges 
weakly to zero and each fi in C, can be norm approximated by finite linear 
combinations of eigenfunctions with unimodular eigenvalues. The natural projection 
operator P: C(X) + C1 commutes with T, sends 1 into 1 and positive functions into 
positive functions. 
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The requirement that weak limits be continuous functions on X makes w.a.p. a 
global rather than a pointwise property. Also if (X, 4) is w.a.p. and minimal we 
shall see that we in fact have the much more familiar equicontilnuity of iterates. The 
terminology we use here is perhaps unfortunate in that very little in the way of 
repeating behavior need hold. We will look at two examples toillustrate this. 
1.2. Example. Let X be the interval [0, 11 with an identification f 0 and 1. (Thus X 
is a circle.) Let Rf(x) =f(x2) on X. Then it i;s easy to see [29] that R is w.a.p. but not 
s.a.p. or even distal. The unique minimal set in this example isthe singleton (0). Note 
that for f in Co we have weak convergence of R”f, not just clustering. The next 
example8Fhows that this cannot be expected ingeneral for w.a.p. maps. 
8 
1.3. Example. Let X be the unit interval [0,1] and take p = 0.1010010001. . . (in 
dyadic representation). The only properties in which we have interest are that 
infinitely many l’s occur in the representation, that the l’s are all isolated and that 
blocks of O’s keep increasing in length. Let 4 be the map on I given by #(x)=2x 
[mod 11. This map has a discontinuity atx =: &. For this reason we will now restrict the 
domain of 4. Let A be the countable set {+ a (p)}. Note that he action of 6 on p is the 
annihilating shift on its dyadic representation. Let X be the closure of A in I, It is 
easily verified that c.he only cluster points of {4”(p)} are the numbers {l/2” : )r E Z+) 
and (0). Thus X is a countable compact 4 invariant set. The sole discontinuity of4 at 
x: = 2 can only be approximated bypoints in X from above so that t# is a continuous 
map of X into itself. 
It was shown in [29] that (X, 4) is a w.a.p. map by means of a diagonal argument. 
Note that {0} is the unique minimal set in this example. While 4”(x) clusters at zero 
(and converges Cesaro to the point mass at zero) for any x in X we do not have 
convergence of {#n(p)) and #n (p) is in X n [$, 1) infinitely often. Thus for f in Co we 
‘do not necessarily have T”f + O[w] on X 
We investigate in this section somr: general properties of a w.a.p. map 4 on 8% 
compact metric space X A close set D in X is called inuariant (more properly, 
positively invariant) if d(x) is in W whenever x is in D. We may always restrict our 
attention to an invariant set D aG*3d consider the induced system (D, 4). It is not 
difkult to show that (0, @) is a - .a.~. system whenever (X, 4) is. 
The following observations ar nite easy and can be found in greater generality in 
[28]. The (closed) support of a invariant probability is an invariant set. If f is a 
(continuous) invariant function then for each closed set B in R the set f’(B) is 
invariant. Since X is compact, for each non-emdty invariant set D there is at least 
one invariant probability (normalized non-negative Bore1 measure invariant under 
T*) with support in D. An invar ant set is called minimal if it is non-empty and 
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contains no non-empty proper invariant subset. Again by compactness of X each 
non-empty invariant set contains at least one minimal set. If E is minimal it then is 
clear that for any invariant probability JL which has support contained in E we have 
supp(y ) = E. Also each continuous invariant function must be constant on a minimal 
set E and each continuous eigenfunction must be of constant moduIus. 
If a map 4 satisfies some regularity conditions, as is the case for a w.a.p. 
transformation, then each minimal set supports exactly one invariant probability. 
This follows easily from the next proposition. (A proof can be found in [19].) 
We denote the Cesaro averages of an operator T by 
A,(T)=(P+T+e l +T”)/(n+l). 
2.1. Preposition. Let (X, 4) be a w.a.p. system. T&en fur each fin C(X) 
AJT)f *g [unifimdy] 
where g is a continuous invariant function. 
Remark. For a complex number h with )A) = 1 the operator 7” = (T/h) is just as 
weakly almost periodic as T is. Simply observe that any subsequence of (A n : n E Z+} 
has a further observe that any subsequence of {A n : n E Z+} has a further subsequence 
which converges. The proposition above is valid with the operator Th replacing T. If g 
is a non-trivial continuous invariant function for T* then g is a non-trivial continuous 
eigenfunction for T corresponding to the unimoduiar eigenvalue A. 
The next proposition is important enough that we give an indication of a proof 
even though the arguments are completely standard. 
2.2. Proposition. If (E, 4) is a minimal w.a.p. system, thee 4 is a homeomorphism 
and has equicontinuous iterates. Thus, (E, 4) is s.a.p. 
Proof. Any minimal system (E, 4) has an invariant probability measure F with 
supp (g) equal to E. (In fact Proposition 2.1 can be used to show for w.a.p. minimal 
systems uch an invariant probability is unique.) We use this to show first that 
C(E) = C&5). Let f be a member Co(E) so that Tnf+ 0 [weakly] for n in some 
N c Z+. Now Tmf 2 = ( Tnfj2 since is induced by a point map. Integrate this 
equation with respect o p and use the invariance of p to obtain If2 dp = 0. Since 
supp(p) = E we conclude that f5 0. Et is now a straightforward matter to show that 
for any g which is a finite combination of unimodular eigenf nctions the set V”gI is 
precompact in the norm topology. A simple approximation then shows t 
holds true for all g in C@ ,‘ = C(E). Finally, since any h can be approximated by T”h 
for certain values of n the is4 -rletric operator T is l-1 and thus Q is a homeomor- 
phism. 
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Since we now know that 4 is strongly almost periodic on each minimal set E we can 
use the following classical structure theorem (which can, in fact, bc easily obtained 
from the fact C(E) = Cl(E)). 
2.3. Proposition (Halmos and von Neumann 1143). Let (E, ~6) be a minimal strongly 
almost periodic system. Then E is (Iromeomorphic to) a compact monothetic group, and 
the action of q5 corresponds to translation by an element of the group whose iterates are 
dense in the group. 
Remark. In the case of a strongly almost periodic action of the reals, the cor- 
responding result is due to Nemitskii [26] who showed the group in question is then 
solenoidal. 
The strong almost periodicity of # holds not only individually on each minimal set 
but on their union as well. We denote by M the union of all minimal sets of (X, 4). It 
is not clear a priori that M is closed. 
2.4. Theorem. Let (X, 4) be a w.a.p. system. Then 
(a) M is a closed non-empty invariant subset of X. 
(b) 4 is a strongly almost periodic homeomorphism of M. 
(c) M is a retract of X. 
(d) The orbit closure decomposition of M is an upper and lower semi-continuous 
partition of iM. 
(Remark. (a), (b), and (d) are known for homeomorphisms; (c) seems to be new in any 
setting.) 
Proof. For (a). It is clear that M is non-empty and as it is the union of invariant sets 
it is “invariant”. What we need is that M is closed. In [29] the deLeeuw=Glicksberg 
decomposition was used to show that M is a closed set. 
For (b). Since 4 is a homeomorphism of each minimal set it is clearly a 
homeomorphism of M. It is also clear that (M, 4) is a w.a,p. system so we can apply 
the deleeuw-Glicksberg decomposition to C(M). We repeat he argument used to 
establish Proposition 2.2 to show C(N) = C,(M). And in the same way as before we 
argue that {T”f) is norm pre-compact for each f in C(M). Thus (M, t#) is strongly 
almost periodic. 
For (c). It was shown in [29] that ,I is in Co(X) if and only if f vanishes on M SO if 
we let f be the continuous function :’ yx) = d&(x, M) then for some N in Z+ we have 
T”f + 0 [weakly] for n in N. If we use the operator space formulation. of the w.a.p. 
property 1 c l(d) we can select N1 in N so that 
T” 4 [W.Q.T.] for n in N1. 
It is not hard to see that the operator S is induced by a continuous point 
map 8: X+X. From the action of Y” on the function f above we obtain 0:X+ M. 
The eigenmanifold argument shows that 4 restric ed to M has an inverse which is 
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also strongly almost periodic. Thus restricting to C(M) we have 
T --n + S-’ [S.O.T.] for n in IV2 c Nl. 
It follows that 8-l is a well defined homeomorphism of A4 onto M So we let 
#:X + A4 be the continuous map given by 
and this is a retraction of X onto M 
For (d), the strong almost periodicity of (M, 4 j implies that orbit lclosures are in 
one to one correspondence with minimal sets. For upper semi-continuity it is 
sufficient o show the partition is induced by a f.ymily of continuous functions [17]. 
This in turn follows from the ergodic properties of the transformation. (For if f is 
continuous and constant on each orbit then clearly f is an invariant function for 
(M, 4).) We need only show that there are sufficiently many such functions to 
distinguish orbits. Let Ei and JZz be distinct minimal sets. Let f be any continuous 
function with f = 0 on E1 and f = 1 on E2. (Existence by Tietze extension.) Then 
g = lim A, (T)f is the required invariant function. 
To establish lower semi-continuity of the partition it is sufficient [19, lemma 61 to 
show that convergence of fibers is complete in the following sense. We let 7~ be the 
identification or quotient map, 7t: M -, Y, with Y denoting the orbit closure space. If 
yi + y in Y and w is any point in the fiber n-‘(y) then we need to show that there are 
points w, in the fibers n-‘(y,,) so that w is a cluster point of wn. With no loss of 
generality we can assume that w,, converges to a point x. The upper semicontinuity of 
the partition implies that x is in rr-‘(y ). Now d’(x) is dense in K’(y) since fibers are 
minimal sets so @(x) + w for k in some N in 2,. The operator formulation of strong 
almost periodicity allows the selection of Nl in N so that 
4’ + 8 [uniformly] for k in N1. 
Finally, the sequence {6(x,): n in N1) meets the requirements and we are done. 
2.5. C~r~llr~y. M is path connected ifX is; M is locally path connected if X is. 
Proof. Both properties for M are obvious consequences of the existence of the 
retraction of X onto M. 
2.6. CO~O~UY. For the system (M, t$) there is a sequence N in Z+ so that 
4” + identity [uniformly] for n in No 
Proof. Let A be the collection of all eigenvalues for (M, 4). Suppose we had a 
subsequence N so that 
A”4 forninN 
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for every A in A. Then T”g converges to g for n running through N for every 
eigenfunction. Suppose we now select N1 in N so that 
T” + S [S.O.T.] for n in Ni: 
Then Sg = g for every eigenfunction. Since the eigenfunctions span C(M) the 
subsequence Ni would have the desired property. So we now argue to show the 
existence ofsuch a sequence N. We claim that A is a countable set. For since M is 
compact metricthere isa dense countable subset {pn} of M For each pn denote by gn 
that invariant probability supported in the minimal set which contains p,,. Let 
JL = C (1/2”)pn so that g is an invariant probability with supp p = M Then L&) is 
the completion ofc’(M) in the Lz-norm defined by e. Thus L&L) is separable. But it 
is easy to show that distinct eigenvalues correspond to orthogonal unit vectors in 
L&L). Thus A is countable. Our purpose in demonstrating this fact is to carry out the 
implied promise that the metric topology wouid suffice for all arguments. 
Let A ={Ai: iEZ+)andletp =(Al,. . . ) be the point in the compact metric infinite 
torus group Too. Let K be the non-empty compact set 
It is not difficult o show that K 0 K = K. From this it follows at once that the group 
identity e of Tao is contained in K and thus p” + e for some sequence N. But this is 
just the desired condition An + 1 for n running through N. 
2.7. Corollary. If (E, 4) is a minimal w,a.p. system and if for some point p in E we 
have #‘(p)+p forn in N, then &’ * identity [uniformly] for n in N 
Proof. Pick N1 in N so that {T” : n E NI} converges tothe operator S. Then for any 
continuous eigenfunction g we have Sg = cg for some unimodular constant c. But 
Sg(p) = cg(p) = g(p) implies that c = 1. Since {T” : n E N} is norm precompact with 
only the identity as cluster point we have the desired result. 
Recall that if g is a complex valued continuous function satisfying Tg = Ag on a 
minimal set E with (h I= 1, then g is of constant modulus. Thus, by resealing, we can 
regard any eigenfunction f the minima I system as a map of E into the circle S1. 
2.8. Theorem. Let (E, 4) be a mini*tiaal w.a.p. system. Suppose Tg = Ag where g is 
unimodular and continuous. Then g i, an open map onto its range in St. 
Proof. If A is rational (i.e. a root of unity) then for some integer k we have 
T(gk) = gk. Since gk is a continuous invariant function on a minimal set, gk is a 
constant function. Thus g itself has finite range in S1. But then the range has the 
discrete topology so the map is open. 
If A is irrational (no power of A is equal to 1) then for 17 in E, (A *g(p)} is in the range 
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of g and the range of g is closed. Thus g maps E onto S1. We again use the continuous 
convergence criterion to establish that the map is open. Let z,, + z in S1 with xn in 
g-‘(2,). We again can assume that xn + x (which then necessarily satisfies g(x) = z). 
Let w be any point with g(w) = z. By minimality there is a sequence N in Z+ so that 
d”(x) -+ w for n in N. From Corollary 2.7 it follows that 4” + 0 [uniformly] where 8 is 
a homeomorphism of E. Let wn = 0(X,) and we are done. 
2.9. Corollary. Let (E, 4) be a nontrivial minimal w.a.p. system. Then E is totally 
disconnected if and only if etery eigenvalue is rational. E is connected if and only if 
each non-trivial eigenvalue is irrational. 
Proof. Suppose first that E is totally disconnected. Let p be any point of E and g a 
continuous eigenfunction. We can find a small open and closed neighborhood W of p 
so that g(W) is then a small open and closed set in the range of g. But if A is irrational 
the range is SI and we know that S1 has no small open and closed neighborhoods- 
Hence h is rational. 
On the other hand suppose all eigenvalues are rational. If D is any connected set in 
E, then each continuous eigenfunction is constant on E. The fact that Cl(E) = C(E) 
must separate points implies that D is a singleton. 
Now if E has a non-trivial rational eigenvalue it is clear that the range of the 
corresponding continuous eigenfunction is finite and thus E is not connected. 
For the mnverse direction, if E is not connected then El, the connected com- 
ponent of the identity, is proper. If El is a singleton we can apply the first part of 
the theorem for. then E is totally disconnected. If E1 is not a singleton we look at 
G = E/El and use the first part of the theorem with G replacing E. Thus we are 
done. 
We have seen that each minimal set E for a w.a.p. system (X, 4) is a compact 
monothetic group. Some of the obvious possibilities are 
(a) trivial groups (rest points of &), 
(b) finite cyclic groups (periodic points of t$), 
(c) tori of all dimensions. 
Among the less obvious possibilities are 
(d) the Cantor set, and 
(e) solenoidal groups of dimension n which are not n-dimensional tori. 
The product groups obtained from the examples above are again examples of 
compact monothetic groups. A complete classification of compact monothetic 
groups is given in Hewitt and Ross [16]. 
In the following sections we will assume X is a locally Euclidean space; this will 
place limitations on what groups may occur. For any topological group G we denote 
the subgroup which is the connected component of the identity by G1. This group G1 
can be almost anything without further restriction (for if H is compact metric abelian 
then H is solenoid if and only if H is connected). If 61 is a single point then G itself is 
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totally disconnected (possibily in a harmless way by being a discrete finite set). A 
detailed iscussion of{E, 4’) where (4 ‘: d E R} is s.a.p. minimal and E is an n-torus is 
given in [20]. 
The group structure of the minimal sets in M cannot change abruptly as we vary 
the minimal set. This limits the possible ways that A4 can be fibered by the minimal 
sets. The reason for this is that continuous eigenfunctions defined only locally on a 
single minimal set E will extend to the entire space still as continuous eigenfunctions. 
Specifically, suppose D is a nonempty invariant set in X and Z’g = hg in C(D) with 
IA I= 1. Let gl be any continuous extension of g to all of X. This can be done so that 
I]gl)l = 1)gll. We next define 
g2 = lim A, U’D )gl 
so Tgz = hg2 on all of X. That is not quite good enough for g2 to be an eigenfunction 
as we need to know that g2 does not vanish identically. From the fact that D was 
invariant follows g2 =g on D. So if g was a local eigenfunction then g2 is an 
eigenfunction for (X, y). We have llg2ll= Ilgll; h owever we may have started with a 
unimodular valued function g on D and lose this property in the averaging. For 
example consider the case that D is the boundary of the unit disk and # is an 
irrational rotation of the disk. Then g(z) = t is a unimodular local eigenfunction; 
however, any extension ofg to all of the disk (whether we require the extension to be 
an eigenfunction r not) must vanish somewhere. But clearly gz//g21 is a unimodular 
extension of g defined on some neighborhood f D. 
As an easy application of these arguments we have 
2.14). CoroIIary. If (X, q%) is w.a.p. and E is a minimal set which is not totally 
disconnected, then there is a neighborhood ofE which contains no totally disconnected 
minimal sets. If E is a disconnected minimal set,’ then there is a neighborhood ofE 
which contains no connected minimal sets. 
(Remark. Recall that rest points and periodic points are included among the totally 
disconnected minimal sets.} 
Proof. If E is not totally disconnected, then Corollary 2.9 implies there is an 
irrational eigenlwalue for (E, 4). If g is a corresponding continuous eigenfunction 
E we let h be a continuous eigenfunction X which extends g. Then W = { Ih I> 0) is 
a neighborhood fE with the advertised ,properties, again by Corollary 2.9. 
If E is a disconnected minimal set then there is for (E, 4) a nontrivial rational 
eigenvalue. Let g be a corresponding tibntitnuous eigenfunction a d again let h be an 
ergodic extension ofthe eigenfunction ~‘8 all of X Let V be a disconnected symmetric 
neighborhood f the range of h on E_ 
Let W = h-j(V). Then there is nc7 connected minimal set in the disconnected 
neighborhood W of E and the argument iscomplete. 
Remark. This should be compared to Hsin Chu [7] where continuity results are 
obtained using transformation group t,heoretic arguments. 
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In the sections that follow it will often be convenient o replace the map 4 with 
some power 4’ in parts of an argument. It will be important o know that the union of 
all minimal sets does not change when this is done. An easy ergodic argument is 
available by keeping track of supports of invariant probabilities but we will omit the 
proof and only state for reference. 
2.11. Theorem. Let (X, 4) be a w.a.p. system with M denoting as usual the union of 
all minimal sets fot qk Then M is the union of all minimal sets for 4 k also, 
We close this section with the mention of a strong proximality result which holds 
for a w.a.p. compact metric system. Let p be a point of X \M. Then there is a unique 
point w in M so that .if (4” (p)} clusters only in M for n in N then 
dist@“(p), t$“(w))+O for n in N 
We leave the easy argument based on the fact that C(M) = C,(M) to the reader. 
We examine in this section a w.a.p. system (X, 4) where X is a compact 
one-manifold; i.e.;X is a circle. Our reason for the attention paid to this special case 
is that very strong results are possible concerning the action of 4 on X\M. We know 
from Corollary 2.5 that M is connected so there are only three possibilities for M; 
namely M is a single point, a proper closed arc, or all of X. 
3.1. Theorem. If E is a minimal set for a w.a.p. action on a circle X, then either E is 
finite ot E is all of X. 
Proof. Suppose E has at least two points and is a proper subset cf X. Since M is path 
connected by Corollary 2.5 there is an arc y = (a, b) in M \F with end points in E. Let 
c be the midpoint of fhe arc y. Corollary 2.6 implies the existence of a value of N so 
that dist(c, #(e)) < c. Now d, is a homeomorphism of M and every minimal set of 
(X, 4) is invariant under #? This implies for E sufficiently small that dN(r) c ‘y_ 
If bN(r) is proper in y, then # would transport the end points a and b of the 
closed arcout of the invariant set E. It follows that &a) = Q and @(b) = b. Then E 
is a minimal set with a periodic point so E is finite. 
If M is all of X it follows that 4 is conjugate to either a rational or irrational 
rotation or a reflection, (see [31]). In the other extreme case, M is a singleton {r), 
there is nothing more that we can assert about the structure of M or the action of 4 
on 1M. Example 1.2 shows that this case does uccur. Note that 4 in this example is a 
homeomorphism and that #:X+X is an essential map. Also recall that the action of 
4 on X was not strongly almost periodic. 
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Finally we consider what for us is the most interesting case; that of M a proper arc 
in X Since 4 is a homeomorphism of M the map &* must leave the end points of A4 
fixed.‘Let f be any continuous real function which is strictly monotone increasing on 
&K In particular f can be taken so that on M we have f(8) = 8. We let g be the limit of 
the Cesaro means of iterates of (6* acting of fi The fact that each minimal set of q% is 
finite implies that g is also strictly monotone increasing on M Since g is invariant for 
&* and invariant functions must be constant on minimal sets we conclude that +* is 
the identity map on M. 
But the case that M is a proper arc is interesting because we can obtain strong 
information about q5 on the complement of A4 
3.2. Theorem. If M is a proper arc for a w.a.p. map (b on a circle X, then 4 is an 
inessential map. 
Proof. We will show that some power 4K has proper range in X It follows that ~5 
itself has proper range so that q5 is an inessential map. 
Let f Ibe any real monotone continuous function on M = [a, b] with f(a) = -1 and 
f (6) = 1. If 4 itself is the identity on M we know that f has a real continuous extension 
g to all of X so that g is invariant under 4. If t#5 is not the identity on M then 4* is. In 
this case f extends to be a continuous invariant function g for #*. But then $(g - go&) 
is a real valued continuous eigenfunction for & corresponding to A = - 1. In either 
case we obtain a continuous real eigenfunction h with h(a) = -1 and h(b) = 1 (A is 
either 1 or -1). Clearly there is a point p in X\M with f(p) = 0. We will suppose 
that p is in b’(X) for all k and obtain a contradiction. Thus we assume the existence 
Of points { pk} so that 4’ ( p&) = p. we must have h ( p&) = 0 so if q is an accumulation 
{p&} then h(q) = 0 as well. Now every point of X has iterates which cluster in 
M. Since h(q) = 0, the only possible cluster points of (4” (q)} in M are interior points 
of M. Thus some power of 4, say +N, maps q to an interior point of M But this 
iterate, &“, maps an entire neighborhood U of q into M. Since M is invariant this 
contradicts the fact that q is an accumulation point of pk. This then finishes the 
argument. 
Similar resuhs can be obtained for w.a.p. actions on two-manifolds. In the case of a 
w.a.p. action on S1 we can do still bettea. We have need of a lemma which we will 
state in full generality. 
3.3, Lemma. Let (X, 4) be a w.a.p. system. Suppose f(x) = dist(x, M). If there is a 
neighborhood Uof Mso that T”f + 0 [ 2tniformly] on U, then T”f + 0 [uniformly] on X. 
Proof, By hypothesis, for E > 0 the-e is an integer K so that 
1 T’f(u jl < E for u in U and k 2 K. 
For any point x in X, there is an n = n(x) so that d”(x) is in U. An entire 
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neighborhood W, ob x must map into U under this iterate. Now 
T”f(y) = T”-“f+“(y) 
for y in thk neighborhood W, of x, and if m is taken so that m - n 2 K we have 
IT”f(g)l c e. 
The conclusion now follows upon extracting a finite subcover of the system of 
neighborhoods ( Wx: x E X}. 
3.4. Theorem. Suppose M does not reduce to a single point for a w.a.p. map 4 of a 
circle X. Then 4 is strongly almost periodic. 
Proof. If M is all of X this follows from Theorem 2.4(b). Thus we may suppose that 
M is a proper arc of X. By Theorem 3.2 the map 4 is not onto X so we can reduce the 
problem to a w.a.p. map of an interval I. We can also without loss of generality 
assume that 4 is the identity map on M = [a, b] by replacing 4 with q52 if necessary. 
Now to the right of the end point b of M the graph of 4 cannot cross the graph of 
the identity map. Thus it lies either entirely above or entirely below the graph 
of the identity. If it lies above then the iterates move all points to the right of b further 
to the right. Since these points must cluster in M we have a contradiction which rules 
out this case. Now 4(b) = b so by continuity there is an interval [b, c] with b CC 80 
that the image of this interval under 4 lies strictly to the right of a, the left end point 
of M. Thus either 4 (c) is in M or b < #(c) < c. Now we repeat this same argument at 
the other end point of M and let f(x) = dist[x, M). Then we have a neighborhood of 
M on which T”( f (x)) + 0 monotonically. It follows from Dini’s theorem that we have 
uniform convergence. Now the argument is finished by applying Lemma 3.3. 
4. 
We consider actions (X, 4) where q5 is a w.a.p. map of a compact manifold. We 
consider primarily connected manifolds without boundary, but it is clear that a 
similar analysis is possible, although far messier, for compact manifolds with 
boundary. 
A classical result of Abe and Kodaira [l] asserts that if E is an n - 1 dimensional 
solenoid in R”, then E is in fact an (n - 1).torus. M. L. Cartwright [6] in investigating 
single almost periodic minimal sets refers to an (apparently still) unpuslished 
generalization of Abe and Kodaira due to Atiyah and Cartan. The following 
generalization is due to Allaud and Thomas [2]. 
4.1. Theorem. Let X be a regular orientable n-manifold and E a k-dimensional 
compact connected abelian topological group embedded in X. If k = n or n - 1, then E is 
a k-torus. 
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The k = it case is immediate ven without the technical restrictions. The k = n - 1 
case was obtained by Allaud and Thomas by showing that the cohomology of E is too 
complicated for E to sit in X unless E is a torus. The orientability requirement can 
probably be dropped. The technical regularity requirement is satisfied by all smooth 
and by all piecewise linear manifolds (thus for all 2-manifolds). One dimensional 
minimal sets are also studied in [30]. 
Abe and Kodaire, Cartwright, Allaud and Thomas, and presumably Atiyah and 
Cartan as well were interested in the situation of a single solenoid of dimension n - 1 
in an ambient space of dimension n. Here we are investigating not just a single 
minimal set but the way they may be put together for a w.a.p. map acting on the entire 
ambient space. This allows us to use purely point set theoretic methods to obtain a 
result weaker than Theorem.4.1 but without the technical restrictions. This will be 
adequate for our needs. We will show that nontoroidal solenoids of dimension n - 1 
cannot occur as the connected component of the identity for a minimal set of a w.a.p. 
action on an n-manifold. Also the minimal set in question must be a finite union 
of disjoint n - 1 tori. We need not restrict ourselves to orientable or regular 
manifolds. 
There is a standard trick for studying flows on nonorientable manifolds; namely 
lifting the flow to the orientable double covering manifold. This does not work here 
as the maps we are dealing with are not assumed homotopic to the identity map. Even 
if they were, so that the lifting held, it is not at all clear thatweak almost periodicity 
would be preserved upon lifting (although we can show that strong almost periodicity 
will be preserved if a lifting exists). 
The following theorem quoted below is of prime importance for the development 
here. 
4.2. Theorem (fliegende Heftzwecke Hilfssatz, [24, p. 2471). Let E be an n-mani- 
fold and let H be a subset which is the union of an (n - l)-cell C, and an arc y so that 
C A y is a single point which is both an end point of y and an interior point of C. Then 
there xists an e > 0 so that if 4 is a continuous map of Hinto E and dist(x, q5 (x)) < e for 
all x in H then HA 4(H) is not empty. 
Remarks. After the arguments of t s p\9per were essentially complete, the note of 
H. Chu [7] on applications of transformation group theory to topological dynamics 
lead us to Montgomery and Zippin” classic work on transformation groups [24]. 
Several of our arguments using flyin? H’s and flying T’s were at once recognized to 
be applications of the thumbtack inciple above taken from Montgomery and 
Zippin. (A typographical error the ives the wrong reference to Wilder.) In [32], 
Wilder investigates what are termed free sets in,R”. The set H of the above theorem 
is a non-free set in his terminology. The concept can also be found in Borsuk [3] and 
in Moore [25]. We have already used this technique in Theorem 3.1 but the 
dimension there is so small it ta s a moment of reflection to recognize the 
thumbtack. 
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We need to add to Theorem 4.2 the following 
4.3. Addendum. With the notiiltion and hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, suppose that C 
lies in a closed set E which is invariant under a map 4 and that the only point of y 
which lies in E is the endpoint y A C. Then there is an 7 such that if some iterate of 4 
is within 7 of the identity map, dist(# (p), p) < 7 for all p in H, then the cell C and its 
kth iterate intersect; that is, 4’(C) n C is not empty. 
Proof. If the ambient manifold X has dimension three or more, we first choose E as 
in Theorem 4.2 and put q = 4~. Suppose # is within q of the identity on H; then by 
Theorem 4.2 we have #(H) # 0. Now if @(C) and C are disjoint, then the points of 
b’(H) n H all lie in #‘(r) n ‘y. This closed set misses C u &C) and there is a map $ 
moving no point more than 7 which moves 4’ ( y) completely off H and leaves # ’ (H) 
fixed. Then #04k is an E map which moves H disjoint from itself, contradicting 
Theorem 4.2. When n = 2, this argument can be made to work although the 
epsilontics become more difficult due to the fact that arcs have codimension one in a 
2-manifold. Alternatively, for n =2, one can map a neighborhood of H 
homeomorphically into the plane with H going onto a triod composed of two straight 
line segments, after which the argument bec,,mes a not necessarily trivial exercise in 
plane topology. 
4.4. Theorem. Let (X, 4) be a w.a.p. system in a compact n-manifold. Suppose E is a 
minimal set of dimension k. If k = n or n - 1, then E is a disjoint union of finitely mart y 
k-tori. 
Proof. The case k = rt is obvious so we assume k = n - 1. By Theorem 69 [27, p. 3351 
a k-solenoid is locally homeomorphic to the product of a k-cell and a zero 
dimensional set. If E is a k-dimensional minimal set then El, the connected 
component of t,he identity, is a k-dimensional solenoid. What we will show is that E is 
locally a k-cell times a finite set. Since a locally connected k-solenoid is a k-torus this 
is sufficient o prove the result. Now M is locally connected and if E is all of M then E 
is locally connected. If E is proper in M then there is a k-cell C in E and an arc y in M 
with y n C = p, an interior point of C and an end point of y and with (y\p) c 
M\E. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.3 we know that there is an E > 0 so that if 4k is 
uniformly e close to the identity, then dk (C) is contained in the component of E 
containing C’. There is no loss of generality assuming this is the identity component 
E1 or even that p is the identity. Next by Corollary 2.7 there is an EI> 0 so that if 
dist(4k (p), p) c 81, then 4k is a uniform E approximation to the identity. Thus if q is 
a rpoint of E with dist( p, q) c e1 then q belongs to El. Since E is homogeneous we see 
that E is locally connected and E has only a finite number of components. This 
finishes the proof. 
A system (X, t$) is called point transitive if some point of X has dense orbit.. If 
(X, 4) is a w.a.p. and point transitive then it is easy to show M must consist of a single 
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minimal set. For point transitive implies the only continuous invariant functions are 
constants while w,a.p. implies (by using ergodic averaging) that distinct minimal sets 
can be separated by continuous invariant functions. Since the single minimal set is a 
retract of X, in this case strong restrictions occur. For instance if X is a Euclidian cell 
the conditions force 1M to be a singleton set. However we know of no examples of 
point transitive w.a.p. systems on manifolds which are not minimal (Kronecker maps 
on tori). Whether this is further indication of weak implies strong we cannot say. 
The next theorem is a weak implies strong result but not of the strength of 
Theorem 3.4. 
4.5. Theorem. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if n is a point of X\int A&, then so is 4(x). It follows that 
the retraction map # of X onto 1M has the same property (See the proof of Theorem 
2.*$(c).) We now apply a local degree argument. See Dold [S, p. 2661 for appropriate 
background. Firstly, the above observations imply that if we compute the degree of $ 
in int 1M we get deg # = 1 where we use 22 coefficients to avoid the question of 
orientability of X. But if 1M were not all of X, then deg + = 0. Hence 1M =X as 
asserted. 
As a variation of this argument we have 
4.6, Theorem. Let X be a compact manifold with nonempty boundary ax. Suppose 
(X, 4) is a w.a.p. system with dX contained in M. Then M = X. 
Proof, Let Y be the manifold obtained by joining two copies Xl and X2 of X 
8X Let N be the subset of Y consisting of the subset M of Xl together 
with all of X2, NOW the retraction J/ of X1 onto M in Xl extends to a retraction 4 of Y 
onto N. If we compute the degree of 6 in the interior of N we find deg $ = 1 and as 
before this certainly implies that 4 must be onto so M = X 
If (X, 4) is a w.a.p. where X is a Euclidean cell and 4 is the identity on dX then the 
result above implies 4 is s.a.p. on X V n = 2 the techniques of this paper can be used 
to show 4 is then the identity on all ob X. If n a 3 it remains an open question whether 
4, must be the identity map, in spite of considerable interest and effort. 
Note added in proof 
The authors have learned that for the s.a.p. case the existence of the associated 
retraction map (see 2.4(c)) was obtained by A. D. Wallace, Inverses in Euclidean 
mobs, Math. J. Qkayama Univ. 3 (1 
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